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A Markov chain model.

Consider two pots A and B with three red balls and two white balls distributed

between them so that A always has two balls and B always has three balls. There

are three different configurations for the pots as shown in figure below. We obtain

transitions between these three configurations by picking a ball out of A at random

and one out of B at random and interchanging them. Compute the transition matrix

Q of elements Qm,n ≡ P (n, s+ 1|m, s). Here P (n, s|m, s0) stands for the conditional

probability that a system will jump (in one step) to state m at time s provided it

occupied state m at time s0. The Chapman-Kolmogorov equation for this problem

reads

P (n, s+ 1|n0, s0) =
M∑
m=1

P (n, s+ 1|m, s)P (m, s|n0, s0) (1)

and its formal solution is obtained by iteration P (n, s|m, s0) = (Q)s−s0m,n where the

RHS denotes the (m,n)th element of the matrix Q raised to the s − s0 power. The

probability P (n, s) is thus given by

P (n, s) =
M∑
m=1

P (m, 0)(Q)sm,n (2)

In general, the transition matrix is not a symmetric matrix, therefore its right and left

vectors are different (although complete and orthogonal). If the transition matrix is

regular (i.e. if all elements of some power (Q)N are nonzero), the probability P (n, s)

tends to a unique stationary state after a long time. If initially P (1, s0 = 0) = 1,

P (2, s0 = 0) = 0, P (3, s0 = 0) = 0, compute the probability P (n, s) (n = 1, 2, 3 at

time s). Calculate

< y(s) >=
3∑

n=1

nP (n, s) (3)

Find lims→∞ P (n, s) = Pst.
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FIG. 1. States y1, y2, y3 of the system (equivalent to (1, 2, 3)).

Neyman-type A distribution.

This distribution belongs to the category of cluster (self-exciting) point processes

and has found application in aerospace engineering, ecology, reliability, and forestry.

Cluster processes are characterized by a primary (mother) process which generates

at each point secondary (daughter) events. When only daughter events appear in

the final process and when primary and secondary distributions are both Poisson,

the resulting distribution is known as the Neyman type-A counting distribution with

probability function

P (n, α, β) =
∞∑
m=0

(αm)ne−αm

n!

βme−β

m!
(4)

Find the first and the second moment of this distribution. Generate frequency

histograms of P (n, α, β). Check modality of the distribution for β >> α and β << α.

Birth and death process

Consider a process with a constant rate of producing new events λ and a constant

rate of destructing (annihilating) µ. By definition pk(t) stands for the probability

that we observe k events in time interval t. which satisfies equations

dp0/dt = −λp0(t) + µp1(t)

dpk/dt = −(λ+ µ)pk(t) + λpk−1(t) + µpk+1(t) (5)

Find equilibrium solution for this problem.
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